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Abstract—Recent advances in hardware development coupled with the rapid adoption and broad applicability of cloud computing have introduced widespread heterogeneity in data centers, significantly complicating the management of cloud applications and data center resources. This paper presents the CACTOS approach to cloud infrastructure automation and optimization, which addresses heterogeneity through a combination of in-depth analysis of application behavior with insights from commercial cloud providers. The aim of the approach is threefold: to model applications and data center resources, to simulate applications and resources for planning and operation, and to optimize application deployment and resource use in an autonomic manner. The approach is based on case studies from the areas of business analytics, enterprise applications, and scientific computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The broad cross-domain applicability of cloud computing has lead to the emergence of a variety of technological options and resource profiles, and a substantial degree of heterogeneity in data center resources and service offerings. For example, cloud computing infrastructures now more commonly feature specialized hardware such as many-core systems or general purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPUs), as well as CPU architectures, infrastructure layouts, and facility management tools optimized for energy efficiency.

In addition, cloud data centers are also exhibiting non-negligible resource heterogeneity [6] stemming from the acquisition of new resources, incremental upgrades of existing resource sets, and successive changes in resource configuration and software deployment. At the level of software stacks, cloud service models have evolved from Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) oriented models to more advanced and complex service models, e.g., interactive service offerings such as remote rendering or gaming applications [20], featuring stacks of complex services on top of basic infrastructure and platform services. These increases in scale, heterogeneity, and complexity necessitate development of autonomous and automated data center optimization and management tools. To cope with the challenges of optimizing automated mappings of services to hardware and software (e.g., virtual machine and container) resources, such tools require topology-aware mapping techniques that consider holistic optimization of placement of services across heterogeneous data centers.

This paper presents the CACTOS vision of Context-Aware Cloud Topology Optimization and Simulation (Section II), identifies some of the challenges that need to be addressed to realize this vision (Section III), and discusses the approach taken of the work (Section IV). Initial results (Section V) are presented along with discussions of the planned validation of results (Section VI) and related work (Section VII).

II. THE CACTOS VISION

The vision of CACTOS is to produce new data center optimization and simulation mechanisms that can handle the scale, heterogeneity, and complexity of modern cloud application workloads while providing advanced infrastructure capabilities such as resource elasticity and controllable application quality of service (QoS). The long-term goal of this work is to develop integrated monitoring, simulation, and management tools that accurately capture the dynamics of complex workloads, abstract the heterogeneity of resource sets, and optimize virtual machine and resource configurations to increase the resource
and energy efficiency of cloud data centers. To this end, CACTOS emphasizes the three core concepts:

**Context-awareness.** Applications and resources are modelled both individually and together to accurately reflect not only the direct interactions between applications and resources but also the impact co-location and scheduling of workloads have on resource pool effectiveness and application service-level objectives. Modeling of application behavior as well as prediction of future resource requirements at both component (virtual machine) and system (application) level are used for infrastructure optimization.

**Topology optimization.** Data center topology (resource and resource configuration) optimization mechanisms are designed as autonomic systems [17] for semi- and fully automated infrastructure tuning and control. Mapping of virtual machines (VMs) to resources (scheduling and placement), control of the amount of resource capacity allocated to virtual machines, as well as control of admission and migration of workloads are used to construct elastic and controllable cloud data centers.

**Simulation.** Discrete-event simulation techniques are used to model, simulate, and evaluate software and hardware resources in large-scale, heterogeneous data center environments. Simulations are used to evaluate the effectiveness of optimization strategies as well as for iterative resource planning and operations decision support.

### III. CHALLENGES

A number of challenges exist for realizing the CACTOS vision. From the perspective of a cloud data center operator, we here describe a set of challenges that (primarily) arise from the heterogeneity of cloud environments.

#### A. Cloud System Scale and Complexity

The scale of cloud applications ranges from basic services running in individual virtual machines to complex and distributed applications spanning multiple services hosted in multiple geographically distributed data centers. The complexity of cloud applications consisting of multiple distributed services quickly becomes an issue as the behavior and performance of individual participating services and resources determine the overall performance of the application. While complex, these non-linear effects must be taken into account when reasoning in topology optimization.

Efficient management of cloud applications requires in-depth knowledge of the resource, capacity, and environmental requirements of individual components in applications. To complicate the matter, service-level objectives are typically formulated in terms of high-level application-oriented quality-of-service metrics such as response time or throughput, which are poorly aligned with the monitoring metrics resource management systems operate on, e.g., resource utilization. Furthermore, while service-level objectives are typically defined at service level, the mappings between intended service behavior and resource performance are often poorly understood and (at best) based on coarse-grained models derived from empirical experiences. Monitoring tools typically provide metrics at a level distinctly different (i.e. much lower) from that of service-level objectives. These differences in abstraction levels require placement algorithms and topology optimization models to incorporate translation functions that map from low-level monitoring metrics to domain-specific high-level application metrics and take into account the behavior of components in the application. In addition to complicating the management process itself, this also introduces discrepancies in simulation models, complicating accurate emulation of data center environments for system evaluation purposes.

Current data centers are now at a scale that in itself prohibits the use of global optimization techniques. Optimized placement of virtual machines must now (when considering proactive resource scheduling) be done in hierarchical layers, e.g., first assigning virtual machines to clusters, then scheduling them within clusters. Holistic optimization of data center operations must consider not only virtual machine placement, but also factors such as resource configuration, load mixing, impact of workload co-location, energy consumption, and heat production constraints, as well as external constraints specified by application owners or site administrators.

In these settings, topology optimization becomes a multi-criteria optimization problem with multiple (often conflicting) objective functions. Taken together, the scale and complexity of these optimization problems require use of near-optimal solutions, such as heuristics-based optimization strategies.

#### B. Cloud Workload and Infrastructure Heterogeneity

Heterogeneity permeates both cloud workloads and infrastructures at multiple levels. Modelling and prediction of workloads requires understanding of application behavior and heterogeneous workload characteristics [8]. Due to the varied use of cloud resources, workload execution time requirements range from sub-microsecond transaction task executions to continuously running services that measure uptime in months or years. Similarly, resource requirements may vary as memory, storage, I/O, network bandwidth, and CPU requirements vary with factors such as parametrization of problems, and degree and granularity of parallelism in computations.

Application resource demand depends heavily on the resource usage profile. This can range from single periodic requests to burst periods with several orders of magnitude changes of seasonal patterns for resource requirements, e.g., in financial calculations at the end of a business quarter.

Modelling and characterizing changes in the behavior of heterogeneous workloads on heterogeneous hardware poses major challenges. Understanding the performance, scalability, energy, and resilience implications of resource heterogeneity, elasticity, and contention for cloud workloads is essential for optimizing data center infrastructures and services.

Hardware heterogeneity in data center infrastructures tend to either be a result of design (e.g., inclusion of specialized resources to complement general purpose resource sets) or the product of incremental resource upgrades over time. Regardless of source, variations in resource capacity, capability, and topology complicates optimization of data center operations.
IV. INFRASTRUCTURE TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION

Key challenges in cloud infrastructure topology optimization include the identification of monitorable key performance indicators and management actions that can be used to control data center resources. In CACTOS, data centers are modeled in a sensor-actuator model where sensor (monitoring) data are captured in infrastructure topology and load models and actuator actions are represented in optimization plans that list recommended changes to the infrastructure using instructions from a predefined optimization plan language. Using this model, data center operations are then described in a closed Observe-Plan-Act loop, where the state of the data center resources and applications are continuously monitored, and plans (changes to resource configurations and application mappings) are made and enacted to optimize data center operations towards selected objective functions.

A. Observe (Monitoring and Data Analysis)

Monitoring information can be broadly classified into three categories: resource (hardware), application (software), and fault (anomaly) data. For data center resources, modeling of resource status is typically done through monitoring of available resource hardware capacity, e.g., the number and status of operational servers. In CACTOS, this data is captured in infrastructure topology and load models that describe the structure (physical and virtual topology models) of the data center resources at a fine-grained level and the load applications place on these resources. The CACTOS load models track, e.g., resource load (in dimensions such as CPU, RAM, network, and storage I/O), capacity and utilization of shared mediums (such as network bandwidth and storage capacity), as well as indirect properties such as data center energy consumption and heat production.

The behavior of applications running in data centers can be similarly modeled using benchmarking and monitoring techniques to quantify application-level resource usage patterns (e.g., CPU, RAM, and storage usage). In application behavior modeling, it is often important to nuance the sensitivity of applications in resource capacity dimensions to capture how changes in available resource capacity affect application performance. For cloud applications, metrics that explicitly focus on the characteristics of cloud data center deployment are needed [1]. In CACTOS, application resource capacity request patterns are analyzed to build application behavior models that capture the context of cloud deployment and execution.

Application behavior models facilitate classification of applications (to, e.g., distinguish CPU-intensive computational applications from I/O-intensive transaction systems) as well as description of phases in application behavior (which can be used to, e.g., recognize and predict I/O-intensive phases that should not be scheduled to overlap with I/O-intensive phases of co-hosted applications). Application behavior models can also be used to detect anomalous (application and resource) behavior, e.g., by monitoring and detecting large deviations in expected application performance, or to perform simulation-based application characterization experiments, e.g., to model how sensitive response time oriented interactive applications are to changes in network latency and bandwidth.

B. Plan (Optimization Planning)

Planning can be described as the process of scheduling actions towards intended goal behaviors. In topology optimization, planning complexity is significantly increased by the presence of multiple conflicting and overlapping objective functions, e.g., maximization of factors such as computational throughput, resource utilization, and data center cost efficiency, combined with simultaneous minimization of factors such as application response time, energy consumption, heat production, and application SLA violations.

In CACTOS, topology optimization is performed on multiple granularity levels (ranging from fine-grained application tuning and resource configuration to holistic data center level), as well as at multiple time-scales (periodic and request-driven predictive planning of resource usage versus event-triggered planning for fault recovery). In topology optimization, planning finds applications not only in direct infrastructure optimization, but also in formulation of decision support systems that, e.g., allow system administrators to plan for future extensions and adaptations of data center infrastructures, as well as in scenario-driven ("what if") analyses and simulation-driven experimentation for unexpected events (e.g., hardware failures and power outages).

C. Act (Execution of Plans)

Hardware-enabled (para-)virtualization techniques such as Xen and KVM allow construction of hypervisor-based infrastructure management tools that define resources as virtual machines and offer high management flexibility at low performance overheads. Virtual machines can be dynamically instantiated, started, paused, reconfigured, migrated, resumed, stopped, and removed using network-accessible application programming interfaces. From a non-management point of view, use of virtualization techniques also facilitates other significant benefits, e.g., application-specific execution environments and server consolidation. In addition, virtualization techniques can also be used to virtualize other parts of data center infrastructures, e.g., software-defined networks and virtual network overlays that redefine network topologies and enforce link-level bandwidth restrictions.

In CACTOS, virtualization technologies are used to define optimization actuators that control virtual data center resources through virtualization middlewares. The optimization plans formulated by the optimization engine are sent to middleware implementation components using a purposely developed optimization plan language, allowing the optimizer to give recommendations for, e.g., placement, scheduling, migration, and hardware assignments of virtual machines.

Taken together, the CACTOS Observe-Plan-Act loop allows construction of virtual infrastructures that can be (through planning and scheduling of data center operations) controlled to optimize the performance of data center infrastructures.
V. THE CACTOS TOOLKIT

To tame heterogeneity the CACTOS toolkit is based on context models, e.g., infrastructure and application performance models. CACTOS introduces context awareness by modeling the implications of the availability and heterogeneity of the resources on which VMs are executed, the impact of workload co-location has on servers, as well as the impact environmental constraints have on application performance.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the CACTOS toolkit for data center operations management and planning consists of three main components deployed in a continuous observe-plan-act feedback loop: CactoScale is a set of tools and methods to acquire and analyze application behavior and resource performance data. CactoOpt consists of mathematical models and their realizations to optimize application-resource mappings within a provider context. CactoSim is a prediction and simulation environment for diverse application workloads. It facilitates emulation of data centers and validation of optimization models in simulation environments.

A. CactoScale

The design of CactoScale aims at fast, scalable, and continuous processing of performance monitoring and log data streams. CactoScale integrates multiple sources of performance and error monitoring data into a consolidated architecture with a unified interface and storage architecture. The CactoScale interface enables both in-situ and off-loaded data processing. Monitoring agents co-located with data center servers collect log traces from user-defined data sources, including application-specific sources and system-level sensors. The agents (optionally) process this data in place before forwarding it to dedicated CactoScale servers. The storage architecture employs in-memory processing to cope with high volumes of log and trace data. The design integrates resilient and archival data logging off the critical path. This is essential for implementing resource management strategies based on historical data. CactoScale is based on Chukwa [3], with a modified design and implementation to enable:

- Flexible choice of memory and storage architectures for logging and archiving.
- Placement of log processing nodes together with data center processing nodes and flexible choice of data path for log data delivery to processing nodes.
- Hybrid in-situ / off-loaded log analytics.

B. CactoOpt

CactoOpt employs a library of multi-objective optimization algorithms to model and optimize cloud data center operations towards a set of selected objective functions, e.g., energy efficiency parameters, resource utilization metrics, or negotiated quality-of-service requirements (SLAs). CactoOpt explores use of many different optimization approaches including, e.g., hybrid meta-heuristic and constraint programming approaches.

Hybridization of meta-heuristic approaches has in recent years proven to be effective in solving scheduling and related resource allocation problems [9]. This is particularly the case where multiple objectives are present within the evaluation function. In particular, hybridization has proven useful between population-based methods and other local search based approaches. In general, population-based methods are better in identifying promising areas within the overall search space, whereas local search methods are better in exploring resulting promising localized areas. Thus, meta-heuristic hybrids in some way manage to combine the advantages of population-based methods with the strength of local or trajectory methods.

As a complementary approach, constraint programming techniques [18] are used to formulate constraint-based rules for pruning and exploring optimization search spaces. Constraint-based programming approaches have the benefit of allowing formulation of optimization problems in terms of problem-specific constraints in problems that can be assessed using standardized solvers. CactoOpt also deploys evolutionary algorithms, such as genetic and ant colony algorithms, to the problem of optimizing resource provisioning under performance or energy constraints. The hybridization of these algorithms utilizes a global best model inspired from particle swarm optimization to enhance the global exploration ability while hybridizing with the great deluge algorithm in order to improve the local exploitation ability. Using this approach, an effective balance between exploration and exploitation is attained [9].

C. CactoSim

CactoSim is a discrete event simulation framework that allows experimentation with (and validation of) cloud optimization strategies in simulated environments. This offers significant benefit over the use of testbeds with high complexities and costs. CactoSim allows for reproducible and controlled experimentation with workload mix and resource performance evaluation scenarios, enabling both cost and risk analysis to be performed in conjunction with tuning of systems. Consequently, use of this tool leads to more robust optimization algorithms and enhanced decision support.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the simulation framework supports both behavior and system modelling of heterogeneous
components within a cloud computing environment, taking into account data centers, clusters, racks, hosts, and virtual machines as well as provisioning policies for resources and SLA/QoS constraints. Central to CactoSim is the ability to predict the behavior of different types of workloads running on different simulated infrastructures over time. As a prediction and experimentation platform, CactoSim is designed to output energy and cost conscious experimental results such as system energy consumption, resource utilization, application response time, and costs (related to operational costs and potential SLA violations).

VI. VALIDATION

The planned validation of CACTOS results is based on use cases from the areas of business analytics, enterprise applications, and technical computing.

A. Enterprise Applications

Realtech runs a data center with a dedicated set of enterprise applications including an enterprise resource planning application in a physically and virtually heterogeneous environment featuring IBM LPAR, VMware ESX, Citrix XenServer and Microsoft HyperV. A typical use case is resource efficient deployment while maintaining SLA levels, e.g., in terms of end-to-end response times of defined user transactions. The current state of practice includes manual customization of hosted applications and deployment on physical machines. Automation and customization of this process will serve as validation of CactoSim results.

This case study is chosen for CACTOS as it reflects a typical setup for enterprise applications. The set of applications and deployment options are limited, but workload dependencies may heavily depend on parametrization. Optimization of proactive (re-)deployment is critical to fulfilling customer-specific SLAs and energy efficiency, and will in CACTOS serve as a validation scenario for CactoOpt results.

B. Business Analytics

Flexiant are using functionality provided by CactoSim and CactoOpt to provide intelligence in decision making for data center operations. Through CactoScale, the Flexiant Cloud Orchestrator platform exposes data about data center topology, resource identifiers, capabilities, and a set of key run-time metrics. This data is analyzed and used in CactoOpt to produce optimization recommendations to tune and optimize resource configurations and workload assignments in the platform.

In addition, the Flexiant platform allows collation and aggregation of cloud characterization data, e.g., performance and utilization metrics, that facilitates resource modeling and validation of results in CactoSim. Use of this data will represent a workflow to validate CACTOS results and have a direct correlation to moving beyond the current capabilities of cloud infrastructures. The benefits the Flexiant Cloud Orchestration software derives from CACTOS innovations include:

- Differentiation of compute nodes in order to match the most apt target option to the needs of the workload.
- Dynamic node management to spread workloads in a linear manner across available resources.
- Capture, store and utilize node utilization data for intelligent decision making.
- Power down unused compute nodes automatically.

In addition to a testbed, Flexiant also provides 3 years of real data related to node uptime, failure codes, VM resource usage and many other parameters. This part of the case study will support model calibration for CactoOpt as well as validate results from CactoScale and CactoSim.

C. Technical Computing

Technical or scientific computing is a term used for applications that based on a domain (e.g., physics or chemistry) model derive numerical models for simulation and prediction of system behaviors. For validation of CACTOS results, a computational quantum chemistry application with high computational requirements and a particular sensitivity to memory capacity and I/O speed is selected. The application execution time depends heavily on the settings for configuration interaction and coupled-cluster methods, and typically runs for several hours to days.

This type of application is chosen for CACTOS as the application behavior is comparably easy to predict, which allows modeling of computational phases and resource requirements in estimation of execution time on different hardware sets. While this type of application can be considered an extreme case of cloud deployment (due to its high demands on the underlying infrastructure), it will (as application executions exhibit predictable and slow changes in resource usage patterns) allow validation of different approaches for optimization models in CactoOpt, application behavior modelling in CactoSim, as well as application monitoring in CactoScale.

VII. RELATED WORK

Workload and infrastructure modelling has been studied extensively for both academic [8] and commercial [10] work-
loads and deployment scenarios. The purpose of such evaluation is often goal-oriented, e.g., to understand task placement constraints in compute cluster scheduling [22], but rarely encompasses the challenges that arise from the growing heterogeneity of cloud infrastructures and workloads. A number of approaches dealing with cloud-specific challenges exist as well, e.g., the OASIS Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [2] that aims to enhance the portability of cloud applications and services, and the Descartes Meta-Model [14], which covers modelling of workloads, cloud infrastructure, and the dynamics of operations that can be executed in cloud data centers [13].

A wide range of cloud optimization scenarios have been investigated [15] and demonstrated to improve data center efficiency, e.g., joint optimization of placement and routing [16], modelling of correlation-aware demand [5] and interference effects of co-located workloads [26], thermal management [21], energy and power consumption [11], workload migration [25], and incorporation of predictions of IT demand and renewable energy [19]. However, while these approaches all improve some aspect of cloud data center efficiency, currently no single framework exists to tackle the challenges of cloud heterogeneity and cloud deployment optimization in combination.

The current state-of-the-art in cloud simulators is compared in [24]. Examples of available cloud simulators include, e.g., GloudSim [7], simulators based on networks of queues [12], and CloudSim [4]. For resource modelling and evaluation, there exists also a number of cloud benchmarking tools including, e.g., C-Mart [24] and CloudStone [23]. However, there is currently no framework that specifically supports experimentation, validation and design for robustness of the proposed CACTOS combined optimizations.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the CACTOS approach to addressing heterogeneity in data center scale, complexity, and workloads through a combination of in-depth analysis of application behavior and insights from commercial cloud providers. Key to the approach is predictive modeling and simulation of application resource requirements in conjunction with context-aware optimization methods. We show how the CACTOS building blocks CactoScale, CactoOpt, and CactoSim make up a holistic toolkit that can be used in data center operations and present our validation plans for envisioned results.
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